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NOTICE NO.
ASSISTANT TEACHER(PRIMARY)
IN DIRECTORATEOF EDUCATION, GNCTD
UNDER POST CODE- 89/17
Attention

is drawn to the Result Notice No. 777 dated 22.5.2019, whereby, a total

of 1266 candidates

were provisionally

Teacher (Primary) in Directorate

selected/

kept pending for the post of Assistant

of Education, GNCTD, (Post Code- 89/17), including four

candidates having Roll Nos. as 111708902438 (Provisionally
111708901304

(Kept pending under OBC category), 120108922779

UR category) and 110208903162 (Provisionally
2.

selected under OBC category),
(Kept pending under

selected under UR category).

The candidates appearing in various examinations

being conducted

by the DSSSB

have repeatedly been warned not to resort to any unfair means/ malpractices and further,
that:

'Any attempt to commit or abet, as the case may be, all or any of the acts such as (i)
Impersonating,

and (ii) Procuring impersonation by any person, may in addition to

rendering himself/ herself liable to criminal prosecution, be liable:
(a) To be disqualified by the Board from the examination for which he/ she is
a candidate as also from any other examination/selection

of the Board in

which he/she might have appeared but the final result/ selection has not
been declared/ made and or
(b) To be debarred either permanently

or for a specified period which may

extend to 10 years by the Board from any examination held or selection
made by them and or,
(c) To take disciplinary action under appropriate rules if he/ she is already in

service under Government and or,
(d) To take any other legal action'
3.

A complaint

impersonation,

has been received

Board alleging

misconduct

related

to

on the part of some candidates for the Post Code- 89/17. On receipt of the

complaint, a preliminary

enquiry was conducted in the Board. While segregating the second

page of admit cards of the shortlisted/
(i)

in the

selected candidates it was discovered that:

The second page of the admit cards of the three candidates viz Ms Manju, Ms
Jyoti and Ms Manju Rana is having postcard size photograph

of the same

person which is on the second page of admit card of Ms Reena Devi, against

whom the complaint

of impersonation

has been received. Prima facie, it is

evident that the said four candidates are having photograph

of the same

person on the second page of admit cards.
(ii)

The undertakings

given on the third page of the admit cards of each of the

four candidates is also in the same handwriting

establishing

thereby,

the same person has appeared against all the four candidates

that

mentioned

below. The details of these candidates are as under:
Name of
Candidate

Roll No

Post
Code

Date of Examination

51
No
1.

Reena Devi

89/17

111708902438

2.

Manju

89/17

111708901304

29.11.2018
(Shift III at RR Assessment Centre,
Okhla Industrial Area Phase- II, New
Delhi)
14.11.2018
(Shift II at RRAssessment Centre, Okhla
Industrial Area Ph- II, New Delhi)

3.

Jyoti

120108922779

89/17

14.11.2018
(Shift III at Ion Digital
Sector - 62, NOIDA, UP)

Zone, IDZ-2,

4.

Manju Rana

4.

Thus, it is clear that each of the above four candidates had arranged to have another

person taking examinations
mentioned

110208903162

89/17

11.11.2018
(Shift II at Nun Kun Assessment Centre,
C-129, Naraina Industrial Area, PhaseI, New Delhi)

for oneself, for this post code- 89/17, on the date and time

in the above table. Thus, these four candidates and the impersonator

have

indulged in the following activities amounting to impersonation:
i)

Appearing

for examination

for another

candidate

or arranging

to have

another person take an examination for the candidate.
ii)

Allowing/Making

somebody

else to write

answers on candidate's

behalf

during examination.
iii)

Helping or receiving help from other candidates to impersonate.

iv)

Signing/

getting

signed

the

attendance

sheet

and

other

examination

documents on somebody else's behalf either partially or completely.
v)

Providing admit card to another person to enable him to appear on behalf of
the candidate.

5.
identity

Further, these candidates have also indulged in the act of forgery
proof

examination

of candidates,
conducting

admit

functionaries

cards etc. and produced
with

the

intent

these documents

to defraud,

as the

produced are materially different from the records available with the DSSSB.

II

by altering the
to the

documents

6.

Therefore, it is evident that these four candidates alongwith

impersonator,

were

actively involved in the crime related to impersonation, cheating, forgery, connivance and
conspiracy as specified in Indian Penal Code.
7.

In view of the above facts and circumstances, the DSSSBhas come to the conclusion

that, prima facie, a case of impersonation, cheating, forgery, connivance and conspiracy is
made out against the following candidates. The DSSSBhas also filed a criminal complaint
against these candidates:
SI
No
1.

2.

Name of
Candidate
Reena Devi

Manju

89/17

89/17

Date of Examination

Roll No

Post
Code

111708902438

29.11.2018

111708901304

(Shift III at RR Assessment Centre,
Okhla Industrial Area Phase- II, New
Delhi)
14.11.2018
(Shift II at RRAssessment Centre, Okhla
Industrial Area Ph- II, New Delhi)

3.

Jyoti

89/17

120108922779

4.

Manju Rana

89/17

110208903162

14.11.2018
(Shift III at Ion Digital Zone, IDZ-2,
Sector - 62, NOIDA, UP)
11.11.2018
(Shift II at Nun Kun Assessment Centre,
C-129, Naraina Industrial Area, PhaseI, New Delhi)

8.

Furthermore, attention is drawn to the following provisions at Paras Nos 13 & 14 of

the "General instructions for candidates for the Post Code 89/17 in online mode ... dated
28.9.2018":

"13.
The Board reserves the right to reject the candidature of any ineligible
candidate at any stage of recruitment. Further, candidature of every
candidate is purely provisional, at every stage until he is offered appointment
by the concerned Department to which the post belongs, after due verification
of documents and eligibility in respect of the post.
14.

The candidature

examination

of

the

candidate

in respect

is entirely provisional and subject

direction/ decision/ order/ pronouncement

of

the

written

to the outcome

of any

of any Court of Law and mere

issue of e- admit card or appearance for examination does not entitle him/
her to any claim for the post."

-1

9.

The DSSSB adheres to zero tolerance

candidate or any person. Therefore,

policy towards

any misconduct

by any

in view of the above facts and circumstances,

the

candidature

of the following

four candidates for the post of Assistant Teacher (Primary) in

Directorate

of Education, GNCTD, under Post Code- 89/17 is hereby cancelled, on finding

them involved in the acts as mentioned above:
SI No

Roll Nos. of the
candidates whose
candidatures have been
cancelled

1.

111708902438

2.

111708901304

3.

120108922779

4.

110208903162

Earlier status

~
Provisionally selectee .1 vide Result Notice No 777
dated 22.5.2019 undc '~ 0 f3C_~.':I~e~g~o_ryf---1
----- Kept Pending vide Result Notice No 777 dated
22.5.2019 under OBC ~at e~~~-'L~
__-----------1
Kept Pending vide Result Notice
22.5.2019 under UR categ~o.r~y~

No 777 dated

~
Provisionally selecter i vide Result Notice No 777
dated 22.5.2019 Linde.r:.. UR category

10.
Further, the above four candidates are, hereby debarred from any examination
being conducted by the DSSSBfor a period of ten (lO) years from the date of issue of this
order.
11.

The Delhi Police (Crime Branch) has already been requested to investigate the above

matter regarding impersonation

and to register an FIR under appropriate

sections of the

IPC.
This issues with the approval of the Competent Authority,

DSSSB.

ary, DSSSB

